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There are two main conflict theories, Marxism and Action theory. Functionalism argues that there is harmony in society.
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Genuine harmony can be further distinguished into three subtypes, the rapport, affiliation, and role-fitting
types. By contrast, the sociologist Simmel â€” held that moderate conflict, like order and cooperation,
commonly performs a positive function in, and can facilitate the formation and sustainability of societies or
groups. This pattern has not been identified in Western studies Munduate et al. Conversely, superficial
conflicts are commonly over emotionalized and therefore more challenging to resolve as compared with
genuine conflicts, and, correspondingly, the postconflict relationship in has a relatively higher probability of
being only a superficial harmony or of completely breaking down. The paper also details how essential
theories on interpersonal harmony and conflict were constructed under this formal model by conducting a
qualitative study involving in-depth interviews with 30 adults. It is intriguing why the publications about
harmony are 50 times fewer than the publications about conflict. This technique is well-suited for examining
conflict as a dynamic process because it can capture conflict issues and scenarios, the reactions of each party,
and the results of the conflict-resolution style s applied. Traditional Chinese thought was centered on the
concept of transformations occurring over time, not on the isolation of cause and effect. Each observer coded
the behaviors of the participants and, after each trial, classified the type of motherâ€”child conflict. The
procedure was divided into six stages, with the stress level being increased gradually across the stages to
provoke conflict. The widely recognized Chinese philosopher Feng indicated, in History of Chinese
Philosophy, that dialectics can end not only in conflict but also in harmony because the universe mainly
consists of tai he unification. Lovers of conflict have scant respect for human and moral values. In the
questionnaire, each scenario was presented first, and this was followed by a series of questions on the
scenarios and the oriented interactions. Two Questionnaires for Testing the Construct Validity of Various
Types of Harmony According to the first substantial theory, the six basic types of interpersonal harmony and
their main interaction rules were systematically investigated Table 2. According to Gumplowicz, the
development of society has been marked by a ceaseless struggle. Moreover, background information on the
participants was collected. The Chinese anthropologist Lee indicated that Chinese culture is based on pursuing
harmony and balance and maintaining them within three subsystems: nature heaven , organisms humans , and
interpersonal relationships society. Subsequently, the author conducted a series of quantitative studies on
interpersonal harmony and conflict within parentâ€”child, supervisorâ€”subordinate, and friendâ€”friend
relationships in order to verify the construct validity and the predictive validity of the dynamic model of
interpersonal harmony and conflict. The study also indicated that a small amount of experimentally induced
pressure is adequate for provoking dyadic conflict, and that as the pressure is increased, such a conflict can
transform from an issue-focused conflict into a conflict in which focus is lost and emotions escalate.
Introduction This article provides an overview on a series of research studies that the author conducted on
interpersonal harmony and conflict. The dynamic model of Huang proposes that the degree of focus on a
problem moves gradually from high to low from Type 1 to Type 6, whereas the degree of emotionality
increases gradually from Type 1 to Type 6. Next, two essential theories regarding interpersonal harmony and
conflict were constructed. By contrast, only 1, papers on harmony have been published to date, and since , less
than papers related to harmony have been published annually. Simmel maintained that a completely
conflict-free, harmonious group is impossibility. Western View of Conflict and Its Evolution The Western
view of conflict has evolved through its interaction with various perspectives. Adjustment-oriented interaction
mostly appears in role-fitting harmony , and in this interaction, the two parties follow their own roles
carefully, although affection will occasionally be involved in making the relationship between the parties
smooth. Lastly, inhibition harmony invariably leads to Suppression-oriented interaction, in which one party
must suppress its anger or dissatisfaction toward the other party, because failure to do so will offend or cause
an argument with the other party. Genuine conflict refers to a conflict in which the dispute is focused and
emotion is diffused. These results validated the dynamic model of interpersonal harmony and conflict. In the
study, the critical incident technique Flanagan, was used to collect instances of common conflict between
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supervisors and subordinates. Time pressure was applied in the form of informing participants of the amount
of working time remaining, and this would result in the mother urging the child to complete the task. The
aforementioned study also presents key implications for indigenous Chinese psychology. The people who
adopt this pattern first seek to achieve their own target or have their demands met or opinions accepted, and
failing that, they attempt to reach an agreement in order to create a winâ€”win scenario. A Friction genuine
conflict Type 3, occurs either when people sense that their autonomy has been constrained or their intentions
have been misperceived, or when one party is dissatisfied with the other. Harmony between two parties can
transform from genuine into superficial harmony as a result of changes in the similarity and differences
between the parties Figure 1. Subsequently, Huang conducted a qualitative study involving in-depth
interviews with 30 adults; in the study, Huang adopted the grounded-theory approach, used the previously
developed dynamic model of interpersonal harmony and conflict as the formal model, and combined it with
the Chinese concepts on the three aspects of harmony. When emotion is not diffused, a genuine conflict could
transform into a superficial conflict, which would lead to a reduction in the clarity of the conflict focus. Two
observers monitored the behavior of the mother and the child separately from behind a one-way mirror
through all stages of the trials, and all trials were video-recorded. A semi-natural scenario was designed to
induce motherâ€”child conflict.


